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Local Spotlight

Ethiopians are back!

Ethiopian domestic labor will soon return to Kuwait
after years of absence due to a recruitment ban. The
Kuwaiti ambassador to Ethiopia told KUNA on

Wednesday that he met the Ethiopian minister of labor to
discuss the issue of the return of Ethiopian workers to
Kuwait. The Kuwaiti official said he requested interested
candidates to go through specialized habilitation centers
and undergo psychological tests. This demand was made
because of a number of horrific killings by Ethiopian domes-
tic helpers due to what was rumored to be mental illnesses.

According to the Kuwaiti ambassador, the Ethiopian
minister confirmed the existence of training centers for
the workers. The ambassador also said Kuwait is expect-
ed to work on a new draft agreement between Kuwait
and Addis Ababa.

Turning to the archives of the local press before the offi-
cial ban, I think it is necessary to mention some of the head-
lines that shocked  the Kuwaiti society, including: “Ethiopian
woman beheads woman on her wedding day in Jaber Al-Ali”
and “Ethiopian maid kills female Lebanese employer”.

It is natural that these sensationalized murders and
attempted murders provoked the Kuwaiti community, espe-
cially with repeated reports of such crimes by Ethiopian
workers in only a few short months. The nationality of the
helper was always mentioned and the crimes were often
violent and grisly. I guess it was a normal reaction that led
the National Assembly to demand that Ethiopian domestic
workers be banned from Kuwait. I think the call to subject
domestic workers to undergo examinations to ensure they
are free from any psychological diseases and get a certifi-
cate of sound mental health is reasonable.

But this is not enough. When a killing occurs, everyone
thinks of the victim and the family, but few think what led
this worker to violence in the first place. Yes, I agree that
psychological conditions and mental illness could be a
reason, but extreme poverty in the workers’ home coun-
tries as well as abusive treatment at the hands of nearly
all-powerful employers can also ignite hatred in the heart,
which leads to such crimes. Let’s remember that these
helpers come from a far and troubled place and they are
in need of kindness and good treatment by the family to
make them feel safe and fairly treated. This is required
and important regardless of nationality. 

Also, aside from possible physical abuse, there is verbal
abuse. I think that it is necessary to take care of the social
and humanitarian relationship that makes the helper com-
fortable in the house in which she works.

The dilemma now is that many in the Kuwaiti society
believe that all Ethiopians are violent, which is an unjust
stereotype. I think it is unfair to have such a perception
about all Ethiopians, because in every nationality and work-
place there will be bad persons and good. The circum-
stances of the person and their living conditions may be a
reason to commit a crime and not due to belonging to a par-
ticular community or state. The Ethiopian embassy must try
to change this view, because it is unjust and racist. It is also
necessary to have constant communication between the
worker and the embassy before and after arriving in Kuwait.

I believe psychological evaluations should be carried out
on workers as part of the procedures and conditions for the
approval of domestic employment, whether Ethiopian or
other nationalities. 

By Sara Al-Mokhaizim

The people of Kuwait used to depend on basic fuels, such
as oil extracted from sesame and coconut, to illuminate
homes and streets before the introduction of electricity

more than 100 years ago. Electricity was first introduced to
Kuwait in the early 1900s when Sheikh Mubarak bin Sabah Al-
Sabah (the seventh ruler of Kuwait 1896-1915) imported a small
power generator to light up the wedding party of his son
Sheikh Hamad Al-Mubarak.

Tracing the history of electricity, Mohammad Abdul-Hadi
Jamal, a Kuwaiti historian, wrote in his book “trades, crafts and
traditional commercial activities in old Kuwait,” that a group of
Kuwaiti tradesmen founded the country’s first national electrical
company in 1933.

The company, called the national company for electricity,
launched a power generating plant in the following year with
two diesel-powered generators each of which had a capacity of
3 kilowatts and produced 400-volt direct current.

The two generators used to operate day and night alternate-
ly and the power generated was used for lighting only; a few
people had kerosene refrigerators, Jamal said.

The power plant, located on the seaside in Sharq neighbor-
hood, supplied the nearby shops and homes with electric cur-
rent for the first time on April 1, 1934. By the end of the year, the
number of subscribers hit 60 and rose to 400 in the following
year.

Few years later, use of electricity expanded from lighting to
powering fans; late Sheikh Ahmad Jaber Al-Sabah used a small
air conditioner at a room in his palace later on.

Kuwait Municipality and the electricity company agreed
to install 50 lamps at some streets and marketplaces at a
monthly rate of 2.5 rupees per lamp. As the number of sub-
scribers hit 700 in 1940 despite the economic recession
resulting from the WWII, the company decided to gradually
shift from direct (DC) to alternating current (AC) with a tri-
angle wave, 380/220 voltage and 50 Hz frequency; the AC
replaced the DC totally in 1950.

In 1949, the company launched a second power generating
plant in Merqab area, which had two generators with 200 Kw
capacity per each. The economic boom and accelerated indus-
trialization in the country fueled up demand for electricity and

added strains on the existing plants; thus prompting the govern-
ment to step in and buy the shares of the national company for
electricity in 1951.

The general directorate of electricity replaced the company
and took charge of power generation and distribution; it
launched the first steam-powered plant in Al-Showaikh area in
1952 near the coast of the Arabian Gulf. — KUNA

Kuwait History: More than 
100 years of electricity

KUWAIT: Street lamps were installed on streets around Kuwait using wooden poles. 


